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communities voices and insights washington times - after just finishing the revealing book by michael pillsbury the
hundred year marathon which outlines in frightening detail the slow but deadly quest of china to dominate the united states,
money personal finance news advice information - latest news expert advice and information on money pensions
property and more, a capitalist novelist s guide to fan expectations and how - recently on my facebook fan page
monster hunter international hunters unite it s a 7 500 person gun club with a book problem or book club with a gun problem
i don t know either way it is usually cookie monster memes and people shouting hoon somebody posted an article about
how author, george w bush john kerry test the spirit skull bones - adolf hitler was obsessed with the occult in his case
the thule society closely inter connected with german theosophists the jolly roger skull and cross bones der totenkopf was
an emblem worn by hitler s ss soldiers and was emblazoned on ss armoured cars and tanks see images on this page, what
is grave sucking youth apologetics training - grave sucking is one of the newest and strangest heresies to hit the church
can a person really receive holy spirit empowerment from a dead person s bones, conflict vs mistake slate star codex - i
for one think this is a great change and a brilliant post absolutely less time delightedly exploring still more abstruse mistake
theory legible problems although these are fun and the theory that total unity is possible feels good in favor of more time
spent on projects such as which candidates are really fighting for the people vs just astroturfed shills hear hear, video latest
news breitbart - breitbart tv is the home of the hottest video on politics world events culture and media, musashi s 21
precepts for life wisdom from the greatest - miyamoto musashi is the greatest swordsman to ever live undefeated in 61
one one one duels musashi s total kill count is much higher he fought in clan wars too musashi killed his first man when he
was 13, the ideas of karl marx in defence of marxism - the ideas of marx have never been more relevant than they are
today this is reflected in the thirst for marxist theory at the present time in this article alan woods deals with the main ideas of
karl marx and their relevance to the crisis we re passing through today, east west musical instruments company - the
great unwashed it s too easy to describe norman stubbs employees as simply a bunch of stoned hippies there was more to
the crews that worked at east west than drug addled drop outs teenage runaways or haight ashbury street people, income
inequality in the united states wikipedia - the level of concentration of income in the united states has fluctuated
throughout its history the first era of inequality lasted roughly from the post civil war era or the gilded age to sometime
around 1937 citation needed in 1915 an era in which the rockefellers and carnegies dominated american industry the richest
1 of americans earned roughly 18 of all income, fifty orwell essays project gutenberg australia - the spike it was late
afternoon forty nine of us forty eight men and one woman lay on the green waiting for the spike to open we were too tired to
talk much, better world quotes economy - economic development more than any single issue is the battle line between
two competing world views tribal people s fundamental value was sustainability and they conducted their livelihoods in ways
that sustained resources and limited inequalities in their society, news breaking stories updates telegraph - latest
breaking news including politics crime and celebrity find stories updates and expert opinion, theinquirer news reviews and
opinion for tech buffs - theinquirer publishes daily news reviews on the latest gadgets and devices and inqdepth articles
for tech buffs and hobbyists, roman games part two rainsnow - entertainment politics and the soul lessons of the roman
games part two part one introduction the ludi and the munera public and private games, meditations on moloch slate star
codex - ah but super human ai is not the only way moloch can bring our demise how many such dangers can your global
monarch identify in time ems nanotechnology memetic contamination and all the other unknown ways we re running to the
bottom, funny answering machine voicemail messages phone - in 1935 willy m ller invented the world s first automatic
answering machine it was a three foot tall machine popular with orthodox jews who were forbidden to answer the phone on
the sabbath, colonization atomic rockets the weird world of - a space colony is when a colony is not on the surface of a
planet but instead is a huge space station they are discussed in detail here and when a mature colony starts making noices
about no taxation without representation the time is ripe for a war of independence, thomas p m barnett blog - per a recent
report out by ceo cenk sidar the news on global wonks keeps getting better and better the community is presently more than
1 500 experts strong while clients now number in the dozens, the 42 most insane but convincing fan theories ever - we
admit it we have an addiction actually a lot of addictions but the only relevant one here is our addiction to mind blowing fan
theories about famous bits of pop culture for years we ve collected crazy and compelling theories about our favorite movies
tv shows and video games and now we present our greatest hits
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